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Rectangular sections up to 12 in. wide, circular up to 7 in.
1 HP 110 Vac single-phase motor

Three-speed gearbox drive
Quick-acting vise

Hydraulic feed control
Fully mobile

Built-in coolant system

Metal-cutting gearhead bandsaw
Model PM-712G

This machine is manufactured in Taiwan

1
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FAQ

This manual contains essential safety advice on the proper setup, operation, maintenance, and service of the PM-712G 
bandsaw. Failure to read, understand and follow the manual may result in property damage or serious personal injury.

The PM-712G is a highly versatile bandsaw capable of cutting at high speed most workable materials found in the model shop. 
Like any other cutting tool it calls for proper care and attention. As the owner of this machine you are solely responsible for its 
proper installation and safe use. Consider the material contained in this manual to be advisory only. Precision Matthews cannot 
be held liable for injury or property damage during installation or use, or from negligence, improper use, or machine modifica-
tions.

Information in this manual relates to PM-712G bandsaws as shipped 
from January 2018. There may be detail differences between your spe-
cific machine and the information given here, with little or no impact on 
functionality. Please email us if you have questions about any aspect of 
the manual or your machine (see our website www.precisionmatthews.
com for support addresses). Your feedback is welcomed.

This material was originated by Precision Matthews. No portion 
of the manual may be reproduced or distributed in any form 
without the written approval of Quality Machine Tools, LLC.

How is the blade specified?
Blades to fit this saw measure 93 in. x ¾ in. x 0.035 or 0.032 
in. thick. Ready-to-use blades of this size are available from 
many suppliers. For thin sheet material and thin-wall tubing, 
choose 14 or 18 teeth per inch (TPI). For more typical round or 
square sections ½” and larger a variable-pitch blade may cut 
faster with less clogging. (A variable pitch blade has short runs 
of one pitch, say 5 TPI, alternating with runs of one or more 
finer pitches, maybe 8 TPI.)

What type of blade should I use?
This depends on the type and quantity of material to be cut. 
For occasional use, a low-cost carbon steel blade will do the 
job. For high volume, day-in, day-out stock cutting, consider a 
bi-metal blade with high speed steel teeth on a carbon steel 
body – more expensive, but longer lasting.

Can I use a coarse pitch blade on thin material?
Sometimes, provided the section can be flipped on its back so 
the blade runs on the longer dimension.

How do I stop the saw 
rolling around when I tilt 
the blade vertical?
Use two or more rubber 
door wedges. When using 
the saw table (saw frame 
vertical) rest the saw frame 
against a wall or other 
solid support. 

Before connecting power to the saw ...
 ● Understand what each component of the saw 
does, especially the hydraulic feed controller — 
know how to stop the blade descending.

 ● Chock the wheels, especially before swinging the 
saw frame vertical.

 ● Check that there is oil in the gearbox — see the 
MAINTENANCE section, page 11. 

Never start the motor with the blade touching 
the material to be cut. Lift the blade clear, check 
its descent rate, switch on the motor, control 
the descent by hand-holding the saw frame until 
the cut is under way.

What blade speed should I use?
There are no hard and fast rules. The following are sugges-
tions only. Develop a feel for how the saw behaves with your 
materials and choice of blade.

125 fpm
(feet per minute)

Cast iron, high carbon steel (O1, W1), 
stainless steel, bronze

215 fpm Mild steel, brass
270 fpm Aluminum, copper, plastics, other soft 

materials

Can I cut sheet materials?
Yes, using a fine-pitch blade and the supplied add-on table. 
Take care when hand feeding! Also be sure the saw can-
not roll around, or tip backwards when material is pushed 
against the blade. Use a scrap wood pusher as the cut is 
nearing the front edge. For size limitations see Figure 5.
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PM-712G BANDSAW FEATURES
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Figure 1  Main components of the bandsaw

Figure 2  Coolant tank & pump
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Dimensions  

Approximate weight 320 lb net, 345 lb shipping

Approximate dimensions W 16 in. x L 49 in. x H 40 in.

Overall height

  

Electrical  

Power requirement 110 Vac, 60 Hz 1Ø, 20A circuit

Motor Cap-start induction: 1 HP (750 kW)

  

Blade  

Dimensions 93 in. x 3/4 in. x 0.035 (or 0.032) in.

Speed Choice of 125, 215, 270 feet per minute

PM-712G BANDSAW SPECIFICATIONS

Figure 3  Vise schematic

Figure 4  Capacity @ 90 and 45 degrees

JAWS @
45 DEGREES
(Max material width 4.3 in.) 

Figure 5  Sheet material capacity using saw table

JAWS @
90 DEGREES

When the frame is vertical the saw is back-
heavy. Be sure it cannot tip backwards or 
roll around when material is pushed back 
against the blade. If possible, lean the frame 
against a wall, or other sturdy support.
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INITIAL SETUP

After uncrating the machine, check for the following compo-
nents:
• Wheels (4)
• Wheel axles (2)
• Washers (4)
• Split pins (4)
• Material stop (1)
• Material stop bar (1)
• Saw table (1)

1. With the saw frame as-shipped (horizontal, secured to the 
base), jack up each end of the saw frame in turn to allow 
installation of the wheel axles and wheels.

2. Secure the wheels with split pins.
3. Insert the material stop into the base casting, just short of 

the vise clamp screw.
4. Remove the shipping strap, Figure 6. Retain the strap in 

case of future need.

Figure 6  Shipping strap

Please read ALL of the INITIAL SETUP sugges-
tions before connecting power and running the 
saw

5. Move the front blade guide assembly from one limit to the 
other, tightening the handwheel with the guide assembly 
fully extended, Figure 7. Be sure the guide is properly seat-
ed in the machined slot in the fram casting — bear in mind 
the considerable twisting force imparted by the blade.

6. Do the same with the rear blade guide assembly. Paint 
build-up may make it difficult to move the blade guides. 
Scrape the machined slots if necessary.

7. Check that the vertical position stop is in place, Figure 1. 
8. Wedge the wheels to prevent backward motion, then swing 

the saw frame up to the vertical, Figure 9. Lock it in position 
by closing the feed lever, Figure 8.

9. Open the blade cover to allow visual inspection of the 
blade, especially the orange Vee-channel guard attached 
to the front blade guide (now uppermost), Figure 9. This 
should be just clear of the blade, properly aligned with it, 
not tilted as in the inset photo. Correct if necessary using 
finger pressure.

10. Close the main cover experimentally two or three times, 
checking that the cover doesn’t push on the orange guard.

11. Close and secure the cover.

Figure 8  Hydraulic feed controller
Rate of descent is controlled by two adjustable valves in series: 1. 

The main control is the ON-OFF lever; 2. The secondary control 
is the feed rate dial. Conventionally the dial is preset to give the 

desired feed rate with the lever fully open. As an alternative, 
some users set the dial open, fully counter-clockwise, then control 

the feed rate by adjusting the main lever. This has the same effect, 
but can be more dangerous — free fall — if other users come 

along expecting the dial to be preset in the conventional way to give 
a controlled rate of descent.

UP to
turn ON

Clockwise to 
decrease rate

THE most important 
controls on the saw!

If feed lever (1) is 
turned on acciden-
tally, the saw may 
free fall, damaging 
blade and work-
piece.

1

2

Figure 7  Front blade guide fully extended
The orange guard is attached to the guide assembly by two screws, 
arrowed. Remove this guard before changing the blade.

Do not connect power at this stage!

12. Turn ON the hydraulic feed lever, lower the saw frame to 
about 20 degrees to the horizontal, Figure 10, then turn the 
feed lever OFF.

13. Tug gently on the blade, Figure 11. If the drive is in gear 
— as shipped — the blade will not move. Move the gear 
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Figure 9  Saw frame vertical, cover open
Check the orange guard — it should be aligned with the blade, not 
like the inset. Make sure the main cover (black) doesn’t interfere with 
it. It may be necessary to slide up the lower wheel cover, small arrow, 
to allow the main cover to clear the frame casting. 

shift lever, Figure 12, to an intermediate, non-detent loca-
tion, allowing the blade to be moved by hand with the drive 
disengaged.

Figure 11  Moving the blade by hand
Do this when checking for free movement of the blade, also when 

easing the gear shift lever from one detent location to another.

Power NOT 
connected!

Figure 12  Blade speeds in feet per minute

125 
fpm270 

fpm 215 
fpm

14. Pull the blade through by hand a few feet to be sure it is not 
rubbing on guards or otherwise obstructed.

15. Select the lowest blade speed, 125 feet per minute, by 
moving the gear shift lever to its mid position. Make sure 
the lever is properly engaged (detent).

16. Connect power.
17. Turn the motor ON. Immediately turn if OFF if you hear 

unexpected noises.
18. While supporting the saw frame turn ON the hydraulic 

feed lever, then allow the fram to descend slowly with the 
blade running. Adjust the feed rate dial if necessary, Figure 
8.

19. Adjust the auto-stop function, inset panel below.
20. Check the blade tension, Figure 13. Adjust tension with the 

motor running. 

The following adjustments ensure that the power switch 
pusher, Figure 10, stops the saw automatically when a 
cut is completed, without undue downward pressure on 
the power switch.

 ● If the saw blade goes below the base (cut completed) 
but continues to run, adjust the power switch pusher 
DOWN.

 ● If the saw shuts off while still above the base (cut incom-
plete), adjust the pusher UP.

 ● Adjust the bumper so that the saw frame comes to 
rest as the switch is just being turned OFF. Secure the 
bumper locknut. 

Figure 10  Saw frame lowered, hydraulic feed OFF (locked)

Power switch

Power switch pusher 

Bumper

BASE
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FIRST-TIME USE OF THE SAW

The saw is now ready for normal operations

The PM-712G was factory-adjusted to cut square in both axes 
(this is confirmed by the sample cut-off shipped with the saw). 
If you suspect misalignment due to shipping, refer to the lat-
er sections on blade bearings, blade squareness, and blade 
tracking.

Blade speed suggestions  See FAQ, page 2.

Workpiece clamping
Firm clamping is a must! Set the workpiece to be cut against 
the rear jaw, Figure 14. Slide the movable jaw to the right, then 
rotate the clamp wheel to secure. For consecutive off-cuts of 
the same length, use the work stop as shown in Figure 2.

Except for final tightening there is no need to use the 
clamp handle. The movable jaw has a rapid-action leadscrew 
nut that is free to slide in both directions. If the jaw will not 
move as you try to slide it to the right, back off the clamp wheel 
a few degrees counter-clockwise. Similar action with the clamp 
wheel allows the jaw to slide in the other direction.

Figure 14  Rear jaw set for widest 
capacity 

Rear jaw

Movable jaw

1

2

Figure 13  Blade tension
For shipping purposes the blade tension may have been reduced. 
For normal operations the white indicator line should be in the center 
of the blue area of the label. Adjust tension with the blade running. 
For tracking adjustment see the Maintenance section. 

Tracking adjustment

Tension indicator

Figure 15  Routinely check squareness of the rear jaw

The rear jaw can be set ONLY at 90 degrees

Different angles
For workpiece angles other than 90 degrees use the two for-
ward tapped holes in the base (1) and (2), Figure 14. Set the 
back to the desired angle, testing it against the blade with a 
protractor or other means.

Loosen screw (3), Figure 16, then slide the movable jaw right 
to align with the rear jaw. Tighten screw (3).

3

Figure 16  Jaws set at 45 degrees
Check the angle against the blade using a 

machinist’s square or protractor.

FIRST TRY?
If this is your first try with this type of bandsaw, be aware that 
there are no hard and fast rules about feeds and speeds. 
Some amount of experimentation is always necessary to ar-
rive at the best compromise.

The main variable is FEED RATE ...

Roughly speaking this is the measure of how fast the saw 
frame descends. For a given cut there are in fact two rates — 
before and after the blade contacts the material.

The before rate depends on two factors: 1. Push-back by the 
hydraulic feed controller, Figure 8, and; 2. The frame spring, 
Figure 17. Unless you are cutting out-of-the-ordinary materials 
or sections, the frame spring will not need attention.

Tension 
knob
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Make sure the blade is running at full speed 
before engaging the workpiece!

Never switch on the motor with the blade 
touching the workpiece!

WHATEVER ELSE YOU DO ...

FURTHER STRONG SUGGESTIONS ...

 ● Be sure the power switch is OFF before connecting 
power.

 ● Move both blade guides in toward the material as far 
as possible to minimize blade drift, Figure 18. 

 ● ALWAYS support the frame by hand while turning on 
the hydraulic feed lever, Figure 8.

 ● Adjust the feed rate dial for a controlled descent.
 ● Keep supporting the frame by hand until the cut has 

begun, even — sometimes  — as the cut progresses, 
to help control the descent rate.

 ● Make further feed rate adjustments if necessary as 
the cut progresses.

Figure 18  Blade guides as far in as possible

USING  COOLANT
The PM-712G comes with a built-in coolant tank and pump, 
Figure 2. This is intended for high-volume applications, and 
may not be required for occasional use in the model shop. 
Many low-volume users find it more convenient to apply cool-
ant, if at all, using a spray bottle. Practically any kind of wa-
ter-diluted coolant can be used, but be aware of corrosion 
issues — including rusting. Most coolants are not a problem 
in this respect, but that applies only if the manufacturers’ rec-
ommendations for dilution ratio are carefully followed. Shelf 
life of the diluted material is also a concern — keep it cool and 
out of the light.

Check the mix from time to time using a refractometer. If this 
is not available, make up a small batch. Replace it with a fresh 
batch when the old one becomes unusable due to reduced 
performance, oil/water separation, or bad odor.

Disposal of used cutting fluid can be a problem. It is about 95% 
water, so its volume can be drastically reduced by evaporation 
in an open tank. The residue may then be handled like any 
other waste oil. 

SOME MATERIALS LIKE TO STAY DRY
A workpiece’s suitability for dry cutting depends a lot on the 
material. A cutting fluid can be superfluous for cutting most 
cast iron alloys, and many steel alloys — these usually con-
duct heat well, so the chips carry away most of the heat gener-
ated. Low-carbon steels on the other hand tend to be gummy, 
becoming more so as the carbon content falls. Such alloys 
sometimes call for a lubricant/coolant to prevent welding.

Cutting fluids are not usually necessary when machining most 
aluminum alloys because of the relatively low cutting tempera-
tures. Where welding of chips does occur with these materials, 
highly positive rake angles and sharp edges that shear the 
material usually solve the problem.

Machining stainless steels dry is usually not recommended 
because of heat built-up — even to the point of over-temper-
ing. Heat at the cutting edge can also shorten blade life to an 
unacceptable degree. Another reason cutting fluids are recom-
mended is that some stainless alloys are gummy, and so have 
a propensity for build-up along the cutting edge which can lead 
to poor surface finish.

AN OPTIONAL LUBRICANT
Some users routinely use a wax lube stick for everyday 
(non-production) cutting. Wax sticks, e.g., Olson’s, are avail-
able from Home Depot and other hardware stores. Aside from 
assisting cutting action, wax can reduce rubbing noises from 
the wheel rims.

Figure 17  Frame spring

The after rate depends on four main factors: 1. The hydrau-
lic feed setting; 2. Material hardness; 3. Blade speed, and; 4. 
Blade pitch (teeth per inch).

Another factor is varying push-back depending on the num-
ber of teeth in contact with the material. Circular sections are 
an example of this, varying from practically no resistance at 
the start of the cut, increasing to maximum push-back at the di-
ameter, then decreasing to zero. Tubular sections, rectangular 
or circular, are even more variable as the blade breaks through 
the top skin, then continues through the front and back flanks.

What all this amounts to is the need to develop a feel for how 
the saw behaves with the materials and sections you com-
monly use.
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USING THE SAW TABLE
The PM-712G comes with a table for sheet material cutting. 
Swing the saw frame upright, locking it in place by turning off 
the hydraulic feed lever. Install the table in place of the gap 
plate on the rear blade guide assembly, Figure 19.

With the frame vertical the saw is back-heavy. Make 
sure it cannot tip backwards or roll around when ma-
terial is pushed against the blade. If possible, lean 
the frame against a wall, or other sturdy support.

Figure 19  Saw table installed on rear blade guide

Gap 
plate

Figure 20  Sheet material capacity with saw table
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1. Swing the saw frame vertical, Figure 20, locking it in place 
by turning off the hydraulic feed lever.

2. Open the blade cover.
3. Remove the orange blade guard (1) and brush (2).
4. Reduce the blade tension by a few turns.
5. Slip the blade off the wheels.
6. Install the new blade — teeth pointing down — around 

the wheels and through the blade bearings.
7. Snug the blade against the wheel shoulders.
8. Tension the blade lightly, just enough to straighten the 

blade between the wheels.
9. Close the blade cover temporarily, then run the motor a 

few seconds at the lowest blade speed.
10. Open the blade cover again, inspect; if everything is in 

order, re-install the orange blade guard and brush.
11. Close and secure the blade cover.
12. Run the motor while tensioning the blade to bring the 

white indicator line into the blue area of the tension label, 
Figure 23.

The saw should now be ready for use. See the following 
page for tips on blade handling.

It is preferable to operate at lower than normal feed rates for 
the first few cuts. If there are signs of unusual blade motion 
— wandering or stalling — check blade tracking and bearing 
adjustment. 

Figure 21  Blade bearings
The bearings are mounted on eccentric shafts with 6 mm flats. Ro-
tate the shafts to adjust the separation between bearings and blade. 
To square the blade relative to the base of the saw loosen the socket 
head screw, then rotate the entire assembly.

6 mm 
hex key

6 mm

14 mm

Top 
bearing

CHANGING THE BLADE

Figure 20  Swing the saw frame vertical

MAINTENANCE

Blades are usually shipped in coil form with 
clips or ties. They can spring open violently.

Wear leather gloves and eye protection!

BLADE  BEARINGS
Each of the bearing assemblies, front and rear, contains a 
pair of side-by-side bearings, sandwiching the blade, plus a 
top bearing that exerts downward pressure on the back edge 
of the blade, Figure 21. The side bearings are under a lot of 
pressure — they force the 45 degree twist of the blade from 
the wheels to the vertical plane of the cutting action. The side 
bearings are set in the factory for a nominal blade thickness of 
0.035 in.; they should be good for thicknesses down to 0.032 
in. Close the bearings if there is too much wiggle room.

Figure 22  Square the blade to the saw base
Rotate the front and rear blade assemblies if necessary — see 
Figure 21.

Power OFF before touch-
ing blade or bearings!

2

1
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Figure 23  Blade tension & tracking
The blade is tensioned correctly when the white indicator line is in the 
center of the blue area of the label. Adjust tension (knob at left) with 
the blade running. For tracking adjustment see the text.

Don’t squeeze the bearings too tightly — aim for a feeler gauge 
gap of 1 or 2 mil. It should be possible to rotate the bearings 
with your fingers.

The top bearing is not adjustable; it should make light contact 
with the back of the blade when not cutting.

It should be possible to move the blade back and forth freely 
by hand when firmly grasped, with the drive disengaged (gear 
shift lever in non-detent location ). Use a glove, as Figure 11. 
Be sure the blade teeth do not rub against the bearings. Wrong 
size blade?

BLADE TRACKING
A blade that is tracking properly is in gentle contact at all times 
with the flanges on both wheels. Check this with the saw frame 
vertical, blade cover open, lowest blade speed. If the blade 
rubs against (or strays too far from) the wheel flanges, ad-
justing the tracking may help. This is a process of minutely 
adjusting the angle of the front wheel’s axle.

Blade weld quality may also be a factor — use a straight-
edge to check for misalignment either side of the weld.

Try a new blade before adjusting tracking!

To adjust tracking:   
1. Swing the saw frame vertical, Figure 20, locking it in place 

by turning off the hydraulic feed lever.
2. Confirm that the blade is properly tensioned — adjust if 

necessary.
3. Open the blade cover.
4. Run the saw and observe several revolutions of the 

wheels. The blade should run close to — but not rubbing 
— the front wheel flange.

5. Slightly loosen the clamp screws, Figure 23, then turn the 
set screw at right: clockwise to track the blade closer to 
the flange, counter-clockwise to move it away. Make 
very small adjustments, and expect to re-adjust as the 
clamp screws are fully tightened.

6. Tighten the clamp screws. 

Tracking adjustment
4 mm hex key

Tension indicator

Clamp screws 
12 mm wrench

Figure 24  Frame spring

FRAME SPRING TENSION
This is set at the factory, and should not normally need atten-
tion. Check the tension as follows:

1. Disconnect power.
2. Set the frame in the usual, horizontal position, fully down.
3. Turn the hydraulic feed lever ON, then turn the feed rate 

dial fully counter-clockwise (minimum resistance).
4. Lift the saw frame with a fish scale attached to the ten-

sioning knob.

The scale should indicate between 12 and 15 lb. If necessary 
adjust the ring bolt nut anchoring the spring, Figure 24. 

GEARBOX

Checking the oil level
Using a 13 mm wrench unscrew the vent plug, Figure 25. Make 
a dip-stick using a short length of stiff wire, say 14 gauge, with 
a right-angle bend about 3 inches from the end. With the saw 
frame vertical, insert the wire through the vent hole. Oil should 
be present at approximately 2 inches below the bend.

After 25 hours, first use, every 50 hours thereafter, the gearbox 
oil should be changed.

1. Disconnect power, then swing the saw frame vertical.
2. Lock the frame in place by turning off the hydraulic feed 

lever.

Figure 25  Gearbox oil ports

Drain

Vent

BLADE BEARINGS (continued)

MAINTENANCE
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Most bandsaw problems can be eliminated by careful atten-
tion to four key variables:

1. Workpiece clamping
2. Feed rate
3. Blade speed
4. Blade tension

Specific pointers are given below. This is not an exclusive list.

Blades break frequently  ● Blade started when resting on workpiece
 ● Blade tension wrong
 ● Workpiece not properly clamped
 ● Excessive feed rate
 ● Blade too coarse (low TPI)
 ● Blade rubbing on wheel flanges
 ● Blade guides misaligned

Blade squeaks on wheel rims  ● Blade running dry — wax lube may help
Blade dulls prematurely  ● Blade installed backwards 

 ● Blade speed too high
 ● Blade tension too low – slipping on wheels
 ● Frame spring over-tightened
 ● Hard spots/welds in material
 ● Work hardening of material

Blade sheds teeth  ● Blade too coarse (low TPI)
 ● Frame spring over-tightened
 ● Blade teeth loading up with chips

Bad (crooked, uneven) cuts  ● Frame spring under-tightened
 ● Blade tension wrong
 ● Blade bearings out of adjustment
 ● Blade guides spaced out too far from workpiece
 ● Blade guide assemblies loose
 ● Dull blade
 ● Wrong blade speed

Motor runs hot  ● Blade tension too high
 ● Blade too coarse or too fine

TROUBLESHOOTING

BLADE HANDLING

How do you store a blade when it’s out of the saw? Most 
users like to coil blades in the same way new ones are 
shipped. How this is done isn’t obvious, but there are many 
YouTube offerings on the subject. The video at woodmag-
azine.com covers the whole procedure in 1-1/2 minutes, 
and it does emphasize an important point — the need for
LEATHER GLOVES AND EYE PROTECTION

MAINTENANCE

3. Remove the vent plug at the top of the gearbox.
4. With a container for waste oil in place, open the drain plug 

using a 6 mm hex key.
5. Allow the gearbox to empty completely.
6. Apply Teflon plumber’s tape to the drain plug.

7. Replace and fully tighten the plug.
8. Refill the gearbox through the vent hole with about 10 fluid 

ounces of 75W/90 gear oil, or similar.
9. Replace the vent plug.
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STAND & BASE COMPONENTS  Fig 1
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Unless otherwise noted most fasteners 
have standard TPI threads, UNC (coarse), 
examples 5/16-18, 1/4-20. 

Ref Description Part
1 Upper weldment Z5571

2 Left hand column Z5572

3 Right hand column Z5573

4 Front panel Z5574

5 Bottom shelf Z5575

10 Coolant switch bracket Z5576

11 Coolant switch Z5577

12 Electrical box Z5578

13 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 3/4 Z5579

14 Washer 5/16 Z5580

15 Washer 5/16 Z5581

16 Spring washer 5/16 Z5582

17 Nut 5/16 Z5583

18 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 1/2 Z5584

19 Nut 5/16 Z5585

20 Hydraulic feed asmbly Z5586

21 Skt hd screw M10 x 40 Z5587

22 Washer 3/8 Z5588

23 Spring washer M10 Z5589

24 Nut M10 Z5590

25 Hex hd screw 3/8 x 1 Z5591

26 Spring washer 3/8 Z5592

27 Support dowel 3/8 Z5593

28 Set screw 1/4 x 3/8 Z5594

29 Feed assembly support Z5595

33 Washer 5/8 Z5596

34 Wheel 5 in. Z5597

35 Wheel shaft Z5598

36 Cotter pin Z5599

37 Drive motor switch Z5600

38 Power cord Z5601

39 Base casting Z5602

40 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 1 Z5603

41 Washer 5/16 Z5604

42 Spring washer 5/16 Z5605

Ref Description Part
43 Nut 5/16 Z5606

44 Coolant drain screen Z5607

45 Rd hd scrw #10-24x3/8 Z5608

46 Electrical box Z5609

47 Clamp handwheel Z5610

48 Set screw 5/16 x 3/8 Z5611

49 Key 5 x 20 mm Z5612

50 Acme leadscrew Z5613

51 Nut housing Z5614

52 Acme nut Z5615

53 Button Z5616

54 Retainer Z5617

55 Spring washer M5 Z5618

56 Rd hd screw M5 x 8 Z5619

57 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 5/8 Z5620

58 Spring washer 5/16 Z5621

58-1 Washer 5/16 Z5655

59 Bumper support Z5622

60 Bumper Z5623

61 Nut 5/16 Z5624

62 Hex hd screw 3/8 x 1 Z5625

63 Nut 3/8 Z5626

64 Vertical position stop Z5627

65 Nut 3/8 Z5628

66 Spring washer 3/8 Z5629

70 Hex hd screw 3/8x1-1/2 Z5630

71 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 3/4 Z5631

72 Clamp screw Z5632

73 Material stop Z5633

74 Stop rod Z5634

75N Nyloc nut 1/2 Z5656

76 Washer 1/2 Z5635

80N Support shaft 22 mm Z5658

80-1 Bushing Z5657

81 Pivot arm Z5636

Ref Description Part
84 Plate Z5637

85 Spring washer 3/8 Z5638

86 Hex hd screw 3/8x1-1/2 Z5639

87 Frame spring Z5640

88 Spring adjust rod Z5641

89 Spring bracket Z5642

90 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 1 Z5643

91 Nut 3/8 Z5644

92 Spring washer 5/16 Z5645

92-1 Washer 5/16 Z5659

93 Nut 5/16 Z5646

94 Front vise jaw Z5647

95 Rear vise jaw Z5648

96 Special hex hd screw Z5649

96-1 Spring washer 3/8 Z5660

96-2 Washer 3/8 Z5661

97 Hex hd screw 3/8x1-1/2 Z5650

98 Hex screw 1/2-12x1-1/2 Z5651

98-1 Spring washer 1/2 Z5662

98-2 Washer 1/2 Z5663

99 Hex hd screw 1/2x1-1/4 Z5652

100 Scale Z5653

101 Skt hd screw 3/8 x 1-3/4 Z5654

STAND & BASE COMPONENTS  Fig 1
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SAW FRAME & DRIVE COMPONENTS  Fig 2
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Unless otherwise noted most fasteners 
have standard TPI threads, UNC (coarse), 
examples 5/16-18, 1/4-20. 

Ref Description Part
101-1 Nut 3/8 Z5744

102 Hose 1 in. Z5664

103 Coolant pump Z5665

104 Hex hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5666

107 Coolant tank Z5667

108 Hose fitting Z5668

109 Hose clamp Z5669

110 Clear plastic pipe 5/16 Z5670

111 Saw frame Z5671

117 Key 6 x 20 mm Z5672

119 Hex hd screw 3/8 x 1 Z5673

119-1 Spring washer 3/8 Z5745

119-2 Sp 3/8 washer 35x4mm Z5746

121N Gearbox Z5747

122 Spring washer 5/16 Z5674

123 Hex hd scrw 5/16x1-1/4 Z5675

123-1 Set screw 1/4 x 3/8 Z5748

124 Blade wheel, rear Z5676

126 Vent plug Z5677

127 Blade Z5678

128 Back cover Z5679

129 Rear wheel cover Z5680

130 Thumb screw 1/4 Z5681

130-1 Washer 1/4 Z5749

131 Clamp screw Z5682

132 Rear bearing support Z5683

133 Ball bearing 608ZZ Z5684

134 Rear bearing seat Z5685

135 Top bearing dowel pin Z5686

136 Bearing assembly  Z5687

136-1 Eccentric shaft Z5750

137 Nut 3/8 x 24 Z5688

137-1 Spring washer 3/8 Z5751

138 Washer 5/16 Z5689

139 Spring washer 5/16 Z5690

Ref Description Part
140 Skt hd screw 5/16x1-1/8 Z5691

141 Flat hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5692

142 Gap plate Z5693

143 Front bearing seat Z5694

144 Hex hd screw 3/8x1-1/4 Z5695

145 Feed piston top support Z5696

146 Spring washer 3/8 Z5697

147 Nut 3/8 Z5698

148 Rd hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5699

149 Washer 1/4 Z5700

150 Brush holder Z5701

153 Brush Z5702

156 Coolant nozzle Z5703

157 Set screw 1/4 x 3/8 Z5704

158 Nozzle support Z5705

159 Coolant control valve Z5706

160 Rd hd scrw #10-24x3/8 Z5707

161 Skt hd screw 5/16x1-1/8 Z5708

161-1 Spring washer 5/16 Z5752

163 Front bearing support Z5709

164 Blade guard Z5710

164-1 Rd hd scrw #10-24x1/4 Z5753

165 Hex hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5711

166 Guide plate Z5712

167 Set screw 5/16 x 3/4 Z5713

168 Hex hd scrw 5/16x1-1/2 Z5714

169 Blade tensioning slide Z5715

170 Hex hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5716

170-1 Spring washer 1/4 Z5754

170-2 Washer 1/4 Z5755

171 Axle block Z5717

172 Shipping strap Z5718

173 Bushing Z5719

174 Ball bearing 6203ZZ Z5720

175 Blade wheel, front Z5721

Ref Description Part
176 5/16 washer 25x3.5mm Z5722

176-1 Spring washer 5/16 Z5756

177 Hex hd screw 5/16 x 3/4 Z5723

178 Rd hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5724

179 Washer 1/4 Z5725

180 Washer 3/8 Z5726

181 Blade tensioner Z5727

182 Table Z5728

192-1 Motor Z5757

192-2 Strain relief Z5758

193 Key 5mm Z5729

194 Worm Z5730

195 Skt hd screw M6 x 2O Z5731

196 Spacer Z5732

197 Hex hd screw M8 x 2O Z5733

198 Spring washer M8 Z5734

204 Hex hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5735

205 Washer 1/4 Z5736

206 Flexible cover Z5737

207 Power switch actuator Z5738

211 Spring washer 1/4 Z5739

212 Hex hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5740

213 Nut 1/4 Z5741

214 Hex hd screw 1/4 x 1/2 Z5742

215 Washer 1/4 Z5743

SAW FRAME & DRIVE COMPONENTS  Fig 2


